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"It wasn't a team.  It was a tent revival."

So says Pat Summitt, the legendary coach whose Tennessee Lady Vols entered the 1997-98 season aiming
for an almost unprecedented "three-peat" of NCAA championships.  Raise the Roof takes you right inside the
locker room of her amazing team, whose inspired mixture of gifted freshmen and seasoned stars produced a
standard of play that would change the game of women's basketball forever.

The 1997-98 season started innocently enough.  One Saturday in August, four young freshmen--Semeka
Randall, Tamika Catchings, Ace Clement and Teresa Geter--arrived on the Tennessee campus to begin their
college careers.  Welcoming them were a number of players from the previous year, including Chamique
Holdsclaw and Kellie Jolly.  But that night, in a sign of things to come, a simple pickup game turned into an
amazing display of basketball brilliance--freshmen against established players, and with barely a shot missed
by either side.  Suddenly Pat Summitt glimpsed the future: fast, aggressive and hugely talented.  This might
be the team she'd worked her whole career to coach.

As the season got under way, other dramas unfolded.  After one emotional team meeting, Summitt realized
that many on the team were playing for something more than just the glory of the game: all four freshmen,
for example, came from single-parent homes, and the tough circumstances of the majority of the other
players seemed to add an extra edge to their desire to win it all.  Further, Chamique Holdsclaw, widely
regarded as the greatest female player ever, was being dogged by questions about turning pro--and she
seemed reluctant to rule it out.  Meanwhile, another member of the team began to notice the unwelcome
attentions of a fan, who soon turned out to be a full-fledged stalker.

All this was behind the scenes; out on the court, the win column was swelling with every game: 8-0, 15-0,
21-0.  As 1997 turned into 1998, Pat Summitt began privately to admit that this team had changed her: these
kids were so lovable, funny and eager to please that she simply had to let them into her heart.  Along the
way, the Lady Vols were redefining what women were capable of, trading in old definitions of femininity for
new ones--in short, they were keeping score.  And by the time they entered the NCAA Final Four
tournament in Kansas City, Summitt found herself believing the impossible: despite all the distractions, the
1997-98 Lady Vols could go undefeated, and, in doing so, raise the roof off the sport of women's basketball.

Packed with the excitement of a season on the brink of perfection and filled with the comedy and tragedy of
one year in the life of a basketball team, Raise the Roof will have readers cheering from the bench for a team
of all-conquering players and their astonishing coach.
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From reader reviews:

Raymond Garza:

In other case, little persons like to read book Raise the Roof. You can choose the best book if you appreciate
reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a book Raise the Roof. You can add knowledge
and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can
understand everything! From your country till foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple factor
until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we could open a book or even searching by internet
gadget. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's read.

David Anthony:

Book is definitely written, printed, or descriptive for everything. You can know everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Next to that you can your reading expertise was fluently. A reserve Raise the Roof will make you to
be smarter. You can feel much more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think that
open or reading the book make you bored. It's not make you fun. Why they might be thought like that? Have
you looking for best book or appropriate book with you?

Jared Smith:

The guide with title Raise the Roof has lot of information that you can understand it. You can get a lot of
profit after read this book. This book exist new expertise the information that exist in this reserve represented
the condition of the world today. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of the world. This
book will bring you in new era of the syndication. You can read the e-book in your smart phone, so you can
read the item anywhere you want.

Patricia French:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book seemed to be rare? Why
so many concern for the book? But almost any people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people
likes reading through, not only science book but also novel and Raise the Roof or even others sources were
given understanding for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel want to read more and
more. Science reserve was created for teacher or even students especially. Those publications are helping
them to increase their knowledge. In some other case, beside science publication, any other book likes Raise
the Roof to make your spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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